Tube beads add interest to any jewelry design. There are tons of fun ways to incorporate tube beads into your next creation.

*Use tube beads to between your favorite Czech Glass or Crystal beads on Elasticity to create fun seamless bracelet designs.

*Tube beads aren't just for bracelets. Dress up crystal sticks and chain with the unexpected addition of tube beads.

*Use tube beads to create fun and unique earring designs with eye pins and jump rings and pops of color with Artistic Wire wrapping!
*Use tube beads as you would any other bead in a fun wire wrapped bracelet. Add Twisted Artistic Wire wrapped around the tubes and Czech glass dangles to add movement and sparkle.

*Tube beads are the perfect complement to multi-strand leather designs with simple but stylish matching leather earrings

*Use your favorite color of Artistic Wire to wire wrap larger tube beads to create beautiful and unique necklace and matching earrings designs.

All designs by artist Sara Ellis